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Entering Block C 1st Floor Corridor at the Riverside end…

A Display on Indian Gods
The display features a number of traditional Indian storytelling artefacts.
The Mythstories / Society for Storytelling Library is a
Reference Collection of books relating to Traditional Tales
You are welcome to find a chair and enjoy reading them, but please
do not remove them from the building, and if you could return them
to their original place in the bookcase after use we would be
extremely grateful. Thank you!

The bookcase in this area contains the following categories:India, East Asia, Story Anthologies (part).

Krishna

one of the many avatars of the god Vishnu,
this section features:-

Khavad

On loan from storyteller Helen East

The story of Krishna in a box, with at its heart a shrine.
These storytelling boxes made in Rajasthan were carried
from village to village to share the stories of the god.

Ola Palm Books

2.

1. acquired 2008
donated by storyteller Fiona Collins

The illustration shows the book in its folded form. Books
are made from two or more layers of soaked and cured
palm leaves, which are then cut, stitched and painted. The
roundels depict the avatars of Vishnu, including Krishna.

Wayang Golek Puppet

Acquired 2002

This stick puppet of the god Krishna (without his
characteristic blue skin) is from the Wayang Golek
puppet theatre tradition of Java. His pink skin denotes
his role in the play. The puppet is made out of wood
and dressed in a batik sarong. The bodice of the
costume is made from felt, with sequins, tassels and
braid. The design and decoration indicate that this
puppet comes from the Pri Angan mountainous region
of West Java.

‘The Savage Heart Tamed’ and ‘Surprised by Bathing’ by Dez Quarrell
These paintings depict scenes from the
god’s life.
Interestingly the scene
shown in ‘surprised while bathing’ can
also be found on the Khavad and as the
centrepiece on the larger Ola Palm
book.

Ganesha
God of Wisdom
& Learning
Door Hanging

Acquired 2006 – funded by NESTA

‘Elephant Charging’

Acrylic Painting by Dez Quarrell

Ganesha is the god of intellect and wisdom, the patron of arts, sciences and
learning. Many books are dedicated to him. Scholars will pray for his help when
sitting exams.
He is also considered to be a remover of obstacles, so can be honoured at the
start of ceremonies, or his blessing sought when embarking on a new venture.
Ganesha's ‘elephant’ head makes him easy to identify. He was given this by his
father, Shiva, who had decapitated Ganesha following a ‘misunderstanding’.

Yama, God of Death
‘The Wishes of Savitri’
Acrylic Painting by Dez Quarrell

Stories of making a bargain with death are universal. This painting illustrates
one of the stories featuring Yama, the Hindu god of death.
In it Savitri fearlessly followed Yama as he led her husband into the realm of
death and in admiration the god granted her three wishes – excluding, of course,
her husband’s life. However, for her wishes to come true her husband had to be
restored to life and Yama – who is also the god of truth – did just that.
The ‘three wishes’ are also a common oral archetype.

Mata ni pachedi
(Temple Cloth)

Khodiyar Maa
(the mother goddess)
on loan from Storyteller Helen East
Made by the Vagri community of
Gujarat, originally a travelling group, the cloth provided a portable altar and
sometimes part of a tent used for devotion and prayer.
Traditionally cloths show the goddess Durga in some of her 64 avatars
(incarnations or bodily forms). Cloths are rectangular divided into 7 or 9 parts,
each a stand-alone story, with Durga or a Gujarati goddess as the central figure
riding on her vehicle. The central figure on this cloth is riding a crocodile so the
goddess is probably Khodiyar Maa (the mother goddess). The rectangles often
include a life story of the cloth’s commissioner and/or an image of a priest
leading a goat for sacrifice.
The Cloths are made from printed and dyed cotton, hand drawn with a kalam
(reed pen or bamboo stick with a cotton swab on the end) and then dyed with
block prints. Traditional mata ni pachedi have only three colours; maroon/red
representing the earth, black to ward off the evil eye and white (usually the

background colour) which stands for purity. Each vegetable dye colour is
applied separately. The cloth is fixed with an alizarin solution and then rinsed in
running water between the application of each colour.
The Cloth is prepared by soaking it in water to get rid of the starch and left to
dry in the sun. It is then soaked in a mixture of cow dung and salt and boiled.
Then it is bleached in a mixture of castor oil and caustic soda, followed by a
mixture of castor oil and Harra (myrobalan powder) and then left to dry.
Printing is done with wooden blocks faced with rusted iron motifs. They are
soaked for a week in a solution of sugar and the paste of tamarind seeds which
when mixed with myrobalan powder produces the back dye.

The story of Khodiyar Maa goes back to around 700A.D. It begins in a village
called Roishala. Roishala was a part of Vallabhipur province near what is now
Bhavnagar city in Saurashtra (Gujrat, India).

Maharaj Shilbhadra was the ruler of the Vallabhipur province. Mamaniya Gadhvi
lived in the small town, Roishala in his kingdom. He used to be Maharaj
Shilbhadra’s best companion and a close confidant. Honest by heart, the humble
and eloquent Shiv bhakt, Mamaniya Gadhvi was appointed as a Rajgadhvi by his
friend. The king would talk to him for hours at his palace and consult him for
important governance issues. This friendship between Maharaj Shilbhadra and
Mamaniya was envied by many ministers in the Maharaj’s council. They disliked
his presence at the palace and Mahraj’s personal chamber but they could dare
not reveal their hatred to the king.
So one of the minister’s pointed out to the queen that Mamaniya and his wife
were ‘baanj’ as they hadn’t had a child despite the many years since their
marriage. This made Mamaniya’s presence inauspicious for the king, the
kingdom and the queen’s prospects of having a child.
The brainwashed queen ordered the king’s men to stop Mamaniya Gadhvi
coming into the palace. Next day the modest soul was stopped at the doors of
the court. He was told by the doormen that the king didn’t want to see his
inauspicious face. Shocked Mamaniya asked why. The doorman told him that
the king found it ominous for a man without children to be present in his court
or his palace.
Mamaniya’s heart broke. He left the palace without argument, feeling humiliated
to be treated this way by the king after years of friendship and selfless service.
Mamaniya went home from the capital. The displeased look on his face could not
be missed by his wife, Minalde. After probing for reasons, she learned about his
humiliation at the king’s palace, all because they did not have children. She
could do little to placate her husband, who was still reeling under the shock.
Mamaniya decided to go to the Shiv temple and ask Lord Shiv for children. He
decided to perform Kamal pooja (a type of Hathyog to please God). Lord Shiv
was unmoved and Mamaniya decided to give him his life. Just when he was
about to make his final sacrifice Lord Shiv appeared and told him that it was not
in his destiny to become a father.
Later he went to ‘Naglok’ (the snake kingdom) to see if ‘Nagdev’ (the king of
snakes) could help. On hearing his case, Nagdev’s daughters (Nagputris) decided
to rescue helpless Mamaniya from his emotional crisis. 7 nagputris (daughters)
and 1 nagputra (son) agreed to be born in Mamaniya’s home. They promised to
arrive on Mahasudh Aatham.
Mamaniya told his wife to keep 8 cradles ready in anticipation of the great event.
As promised 8 snakes crawled in to their house and one occupied each cradle. In

no time they transformed into babies. One of the 8 babies born was Janbai (later
to become Khodiyar Maa).
Mamaniya and his wife celebrated the miracle of the births by distributing
sweets. The announcement of having fathered 7 daughters and 1 son reached
every nook and corner of the town.
They named their daughters Aaval, Jogal, Togal, Janbai, Holbai, Beejbai, Sosai
and the son, Mehrak (Mehrakiya with love).
But her fellow-villagers knew that Minalde had not been pregnant, to have
delivered 8 children must have been a miracle. Some suspected the miracle to be
a result of a black-magic trick practiced by Mamaniya and his wife. These
rumours found their way to Maharaj Shilbhadra’s ears. He had been as glad as
anyone else to know that Mamaniya was no longer a ‘baanj.’ But the rumour
made him reluctant to participate in Mamaniya’s charan celebrations.
The king’s jealous ministers took this opportunity to plan the king’s
assassination and blame Mamaniya’s charan for the same. One of them secretly
poisoned the sweets specially brought by Mamaniya to offer to the king.
A happy Maharaj Shilbhadra took a look at all the babies. When he took little
Janbai in to his arms from the cradle, Mataji extended her hands over his head to
bless him. To protect the innocent king from his assassination attempt, Mataji
performed another miracle from the cradle. When Shilbhadra was about to eat
the poisoned sweets they disappeared suddenly.
This annoyed the king adding to his belief that black magic was involved. He
ordered the killing of the babies by immersing them in water in iron boxes. To
his disbelief the iron boxes floated on water and everyone on the banks could
still hear the babies crying in the boxes. They all survived!
Khodiya Maa is named
Mamaniya’s young children were playing in the field when brother, Mehrak was
bitten by a venomous snake. His sisters rushed to him. Aaval said they had to
fetch ‘Ami’ (Elixir of life) from the ‘Naglok’ underneath the sea. It had to be
brought before the sunset in order to save Mehrak’s life. Janbai volunteered to
bring Ami from Naglok before the sun set.
She got ‘Ami’ from Naglok. While hurrying back to the surface of water she
injured her foot on the sharp rocks. She was rescued by a crocodile who took
Janbai on its back to the surface of water.

Limping with discomfort Janbai still reached the accident site on time. Seeing her
in this state, Aaval guesses she must have injured her foot. Feet injury is known
as Khodi and Aaval heard one of her sisters saying, “Khodati aavechhe” (She is
limping on her way). For Janbai’s feat of saving her brother, Aaval decided to
name her Khodiyar and declared that she would be in future known and
worshipped as KHODIYAR Maa.
This particular event shows how quick and impatient Khodiyar Maa is when it
comes to answering the prayers of her followers and also made ‘magar’
(crocodile) her ‘vahan’ (vehicle). Khodiyar Maa on her crocodile symbolizes her
control over land and water.

Walking towards the Student Common Room find…
The Ramayana
Artist: Paintings – Dez Quarréll
Before being gifted to Mythstories, these 15 paintings depicting
scenes from the epic story ‘The Ramayana’ were on display for
two years at the Children’s Day Surgery Unit at Royal Shrewsbury
Hospital. Patients could listen to an audio version of the story
and view the paintings while waiting for their medical procedures.
Maker: Automata – John Grayson
In 2006 Mythstories received a grant from NESTA (National
Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts) under their
Illuminate Fund to increase kinaesthetic interpretation of the
collection. Automata maker John Grayson was commissioned to
work with a group of adult Life Skills students at Shrewsbury
College of Arts & Technology. The students listened to the story,
looked at the paintings and then articulated their vision of the
‘missing’ images. Their descriptions informed the design of the
five automata on display.
Makers: Shadow Puppets – Kavi & Leela Mahipat

Kavi and Leela Mahipat are master puppeteers of Ahmedabad in
India. They tell traditional tales with their shadow puppets.
They made these five puppets depicting the key characters in the
Ramayana especially for Mythstories, as part of the NESTA-funded
project. The puppets are hand-made in the traditional way using
animal hide and then coloured with vegetable dyes.
Story: http://www.mythstories.com/options.php ‘Asian Stories’.

…through the Student Common Room in the Glass
Corridor between Block A and Block D
The Mythstories / Society for Storytelling Library is a
Reference Collection of books relating to Traditional Tales
You are welcome to find a chair and enjoy reading them, but please
do not remove them from the building, and if you could return them
to their original place in the bookcase after use we would be
extremely grateful. Thank you!

The first bookcase contains the following categories:Africa, Arabia, Australasia, Japan, China, Ancient Greece & Rome
The second bookcase contains the following categories:Theories, Folk Customs

…continue along the Science Corridor to
the Lift and Stairs in Block A

